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Graco 287023 Cleanshot
Pole Gun 3ft/90cm With

RAC X 517 Tip

$837.10
INCL. GST

Product Images

Short Description

Graco Cleanshot Pole Guns are an end to end solution for spraying high or hard to reach applications.
Combined with an in-line gun for comfort, extension pole for reach and a cleanshot valve to reduce spitting
from the tip it’s one of the most practical accessories you can use with airless sprayer.
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Description

Graco cleanshot pole guns will connect to any airless sprayer 1/4” paint hose and they are rated up to
3600psi. Includes a Graco RAC X Tip Guard and Graco LTX 517 Tip for spraying water based acrylic low sheen
and ceiling flat. 

The inline gun makes using the cleanshot pole very comfortable, your hand is in the correct position and on
the same plane as the pole when triggering the gun which reduces fatigue. Holding the Graco cleanshot pole
gun is almost an identical stance to holding a roller pole but you are spraying! 

The cleanshot valve on the end of the pole is designed to stop paint dribbles and follow on when the trigger
is released. If you have ever sprayed with a gun extension you may have seen the small squirt of paint that
continues from the end of the tip when you let go of the trigger, this is what the cleanshot valves eliminates. 

Cleanshot poles are great for high access spray applications but these can also be used when spraying a floor
or roof which allows the operator stand upright while spraying to reduce back fatigue. 

Graco Cleanshot Pole Guns are available in the following sizes – 

Part No. 287023 - 3ft”/90cm Cleanshot Pole Gun (Short)

Part No. 287024 - 6ft”/180cm Cleanshot Pole Gun (Long)

Additional Information

Brands Graco
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